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Abstract
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Introduction

Does subtitling affect comprehension and memory of a film? Is dubbing associated with a more fluent viewing experience that leads to greater final satisfaction and enjoyment? Does subtitling specifically affect older adults’ comprehension and memory? These questions have been debated in the audio-visual and cognitive literature but, unfortunately, existing evidence is limited and fails to offer definitive answers. Not only does answering these questions have a clear relevance in the light of the real-world applications of dubbing and subtitling, but it also has theoretical value, because the answers could corroborate or undermine differing views on audio-visual processing and enjoyment that have been provided on a primarily speculative basis. The first aim of the two studies reported in this paper is to assess the cognitive and evaluative effects of viewing a dubbed vs. subtitled version of the same film excerpt. In so doing, we will attempt to answer the first two questions and to resolve the related theoretical disagreements by providing critical empirical evidence. The second aim is to answer the third question, shedding light on age-related aspects of audio-visual processing and appreciation, and providing a further contribution to the theoretical debate.

Opposing stances on the cognitive load and effectiveness of subtitles have been advanced. According to some scholars, watching a subtitled film is more cognitively demanding and less effective in terms of content understanding and memory performance than viewing the same film in a dubbed version (Díaz Cintas, 2001; Gottlieb, 1994; Grillo & Kawin, 1981; Koolstra, Peeters, & Spinhof, 2002; Maihlac, 2000; Marleau, 1982; Mera, 1998). This is ascribed to the need to simultaneously process and integrate information coming from different sources. The same idea seems to be rooted in lay people’s opinions (Kilborn, 1993; Luyken, 1987; Luyken, Herbst, Langham-Brown, Reid, & Spinhof, 1991; Spinhof & Peeters, 1999). However, this position is not firmly based on empirical evidence, and studies on subtitle processing seem to support a different theoretical stance. According to this alternative view, reading subtitles (just as ordinary reading and
visual processing, e.g., d’Ydewalle, Praet, Varfaile & Van Rensbergen, 1991; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Lang, 2000, 2001; Lang, Potter, & Bolls, 1999; Logan, 1997) is a semiautomatic task that does not pose high processing demands on the film viewer, at least when rather simple and moderately redundant information is presented at standard rates (d’Ydewalle & De Bruycker, 2007; d’Ydewalle & Gielen, 1992; d’Ydewalle, Van Rensbergen, & Pollet, 1987). Moreover, subtitled materials are usually processed effectively: In experimental studies, viewers display overall good levels of general film content understanding, good performance in both dialogue and visual scene recognition (e.g., Bairstow, 2011; Lavaur & Bairstow, 2011; Perego, Del Missier, Porta, & Mosconi, 2010), and flexibility in distributing attention over the relevant stimuli (Bairstow, 2011; d’Ydewalle, 2002; d’Ydewalle et al., 1987; d’Ydewalle, Warlop & Van Rensbergen, 1989; Guichon & McLornan, 2008; Marian, 2009; Van de Poel & d’Ydewalle, 2001).

Surprisingly, very few studies have contrasted dubbing and subtitling. Koolstra et al. (2002; see also Koolstra, van der Voort & d’Ydewalle, 1999) discuss three non-English studies aimed at assessing how effectively dubbed and subtitled materials are processed. A Swedish study, conducted on 7-to-11-year-old children, showed that subtitled television is more difficult to understand than dubbed television (von Feilitzen, Filipson, & Schyller, 1979). However, according to Koolstra et al. (2002), this result can be ascribed to the poor quality of TV subtitling three decades ago and not necessarily to the translation method itself. A Dutch experiment, carried out on 6-to-12-year-old children, showed that pictorial and verbal details are remembered better with dubbed television programmes and that subtitled programmes are less easily understood (Peeters, Scherpenzeel, & Zantinge, 1988). This study also observed that young children (Grade 2), who are nonproficient readers, benefit more from dubbing than subtitling. However, Peeters et al. (1988) attribute these results to the children’s low proficiency in reading and, again, not to the translation method itself. Moreover, another study observed that children aged 10 to 12 seem to benefit equally from subtitling and dubbing (d’Ydewalle & De Bruyker, 2007). A further Dutch experiment (Mangnus, Hoeken, & van Driel, 1994) conducted on adult viewers compared information recall for
a dubbed (actually, voiced-over) and a subtitled television programme, showing no significant difference in the recall of information delivered through dialogues and images.

Another point of theoretical disagreement among scholars encompasses the subjective enjoyment of viewing a dubbed vs. subtitled film. Indeed, the hedonic aspects of a film experience, i.e., those aspects relating to pleasure, are very important (Koolstra et al., 2002; Wissmath, Weibel & Groner, 2009). In this regard, some researchers assume that dubbing can provide more satisfaction than subtitling and they claim that this is possibly due to the less disrupted and the more involving nature of the hedonic experience itself (Díaz Cintas, 2001; Jankowska, 2009; Maihlac, 2000; Marleau, 1982). Other scholars hypothesize that people appreciate a subtitled film equally or to an even greater extent because subtitled films maintain the original atmosphere and spirit in the dialogues (Mera, 1998). We are aware of two studies that compared the two translation methods and the hedonic aspects of film watching. In the study conducted by Peeters et al. (1988), the subtitled programme was preferred to the dubbed programme even by the youngest Dutch children, possibly because of their familiarity with subtitles (the Netherlands is a subtitling country). In a recent Swiss study, Wissmath and colleagues (2009) investigated the effects of dubbing vs. subtitling on psychological immersion assessed through the four measures of presence, transportation, flow and enjoyment.\(^2\) They found that the translation method does not have a significant influence on the participants’ evaluation of the film experience. The results corroborated the hypothesis that dubbing results in the highest levels of presence, transportation and flow, but the translation method has no main effect on enjoyment, irrespective of film genre. The authors conclude that the potential differences in the evaluative effects of the two translation methods have

---

\(^2\) Psychological immersion is a mental state experienced by people caught up in a pleasant and involving activity. In mediated environments, immersion is frequently accompanied with presence, i.e. the feeling of media users of being spatially located in the mediated environment; transportation, i.e. the feeling of media users of being mentally drawn away from the actual physical environment into the world of a narrative; flow, i.e. the feeling of media users of being intensely involved and focused in a given activity to the extent of losing self-consciousness; enjoyment, i.e. the feeling of appreciation, attraction, preference and liking experienced by media users (Csíkszentmihalyi, 1988).
been overstated. Wissmath et al. (2009), however, did not investigate the cognitive effects of the two translation methods.

A further gap in the literature on audio-visual translation is due to the scarcity of studies on age-specific groups (e.g., children and older adults). Aside from a few studies focusing on children (d’Ydewalle & De Bruycker, 2007; d’Ydewalle & Van Rensbergen, 1989; von Feilitzen et al., 1979; Koolstra, van der Voort & van der Kamp, 1997; Koolstra et al., 1999; Peeters et al., 1988), researchers have failed to consider age-related differences and actually ignored older adults. Because older adults experience a decline in performance in various aspects of cognitive functioning, such as fluid intelligence, processing speed, episodic memory processes, and comprehension (e.g., Dixon, Small, MacDonald, & McArdle, 2012; Light, 1988, 1990, 2000; Salthouse, 2004; Salthouse, Atkinson, & Berish, 2003; Singer, Verhaeghen, Ghisletta, Lindenberger, & Baltes, 2003), they should be able to understand and remember film materials less well than young adults do, regardless of the translation method. Indeed, some evidence shows that young adults outperform older adults in audio-visual text-related activities (Depp, Schkade, Thompson & Jeste, 2010; Frieske & Park, 1999; Stine, Wingfield, & Myers, 1990). If processing subtitled audio-visuals is more cognitively taxing than processing dubbed audio-visuals, older adults should show perform less well with subtitles, especially if they are not familiar with subtitles. This prediction would also be consistent with surveys which highlight older adults’ self-reported problems with subtitle reading (Spinhof & Peeters, 1999; Tonla Briquet, 1979) and with a study which shows that older adults spend less time reading subtitles and more time watching the visuals than young adults (d’Ydewalle et al., 1989). However, as we have already pointed out, the assumption that subtitle processing is cognitively taxing is not supported by empirical studies, and existing research suggests instead that subtitle processing is semiautomatic and effective (e.g., d’Ydewalle & De Bruyker, 2007). Moreover, there is some ERP\textsuperscript{3} evidence on the perception of

\textsuperscript{3} Event-related brain potentials, i.e., a non-invasive method of measuring brain activity during cognitive processing.
audio-visual vs. auditory speech that seems to show that “unlike other areas of human condition, the ability to integrate [audio-visual] events […] remains intact in old age” (Winneke & Phillips, 2009, para. 4). According to the authors, the combined processing of redundant stimuli is more efficient and requires less effort than processing nonredundant information (e.g., speech accompanied by a visual cue rather than speech only). Following this view we might assume that the cognitive decline of older adults may not specifically affect the processing of subtitled audio-visuals; furthermore, we might expect to observe no significant differences between young and older adults’ understanding and memory of subtitled materials, aside from the general negative effect related to cognitive and sensory decline.

To summarize, there are opposing stances on the cognitive load and effectiveness of subtitling. Some scholars assume, on a speculative basis, that processing subtitled audio-visuals can require more effort and be less effective than processing dubbed materials. Other scholars underline the effectiveness of subtitle processing. Existing research seems to support the latter view in adult samples although the available evidence seems rather limited and not conclusive. Moreover, some scholars believe that dubbing can provide greater enjoyment than subtitling. Other researchers stress that the preservation of the original soundtrack and voices in subtitled audio-visuals can make the viewing experience more authentic and natural. The most comprehensive study comparing the hedonic experiences associated with the two translation methods in an adult sample did not find significant differences. Finally, the existing studies on the effects of aging suggest that older adults could perform less well in memory and comprehension of the information presented (also in a TV format), which can be ascribed to their cognitive and sensory decline. However, no previous research investigated the cognitive and evaluative effects of dubbing vs. subtitling in older adults, and, as we have pointed out, different hypotheses can be proffered starting from diverse theoretical assumptions.

To tackle empirically the debated issues, we carried out an experiment (Study 1) in which we contrasted the two audio-visual translation methods in a sample of young adults. To do so we
used a comprehensive array of measures covering all the main aspects of performance and the evaluation of the hedonic experience. Such measures included general comprehension, dialogue recognition, visual scene recognition, name-face association, and self-report evaluations of processing effort and film appreciation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study comparing dubbing and subtitling in all these respects (for a multi-dimensional assessment of subtitling see also Perego et al., 2010). From a theoretical perspective, we were also interested in understanding whether dubbing and subtitling produce different cognitive effects in young and in older adults, as suggested by the third opening question. Starting from the theoretical assumption that processing a subtitled film requires significantly more cognitive resources than watching its dubbed version, a stronger age-related performance decline in memory and comprehension measures should be observed in the subtitling condition (vs. the dubbing condition), because the greater demands of the task will be handled less effectively due to the reduced cognitive resources of older adults. On the contrary, if one assumes that subtitle processing is effective and it implies no major additional cognitive demands, then older adults should not be more impaired in the subtitling condition than in the dubbing condition, in spite of their cognitive decline. In order to put these two alternative hypotheses - related to rival theoretical stances - to empirical test and in order to check the robustness of the findings obtained in Study 1, Study 2 replicated the dubbing vs. subtitling comparison in a sample of young and older adults. To the best of our knowledge, Study 2 is the first quasi-experimental study that compares dubbing and subtitling across these two populations.

**Study 1**

In Study 1 we tried to answer the first two questions: Does subtitling affect comprehension and memory of a film? Is dubbing associated with greater satisfaction and enjoyment? We compared dubbing and subtitling’s cognitive and evaluative effects in a sample of undergraduates, putting forward two alternative hypotheses derived from the literature. If subtitling is really more cognitively taxing than dubbing, as some scholars assume (see the previous section), then we should
expect that viewers exposed to dubbing will outperform viewers exposed to subtitling on all the cognitive measures (H1a) and that they will also find the film experience more pleasant (H2a). If subtitling is not more cognitively taxing than dubbing, as other scholars assume and as some empirical evidence suggests (see previous section), then the alternative translation methods should not yield significant differences in performance (H1b) and evaluation (H2b).

Method

Participants

Fifty-five undergraduates and postgraduates (45 females and 10 males, age range 18-30 years, $M = 23.55$, $SD = 2.52$) from an Italian University took part in the experiment, receiving course credits for participation. They were all Italian native speakers who reported being habitual viewers of dubbed films but occasional viewers of subtitled films. In particular, 85.5% of participants stated that they see dubbed films from fairly often to always whereas 43.7% reported the same for subtitled films. No participant had any knowledge of the original language of the film fragment used in the experiment.

Design

Two types of audio-visual translation methods (dubbing and subtitling) applied to the same video excerpt were presented to participants. They were randomly assigned to two experimental conditions (Sub: $n = 25$, Dub: $n = 30$), according to a two-group between-subjects design. Subtitle-reading checks were administered to participants who were exposed to the subtitled excerpt (see Materials section).

The main dependent variables were measures of cognitive performance as well as evaluative measures. Cognitive performance was assessed through measures of general comprehension, dialogue recognition, face-name association and visual scene recognition, thus encompassing both visual and verbal aspects of performance. Evaluative measures included film appreciation, self-reported effort related to the film vision, and metacognitive judgments of memory. These measures
concern the evaluation of the hedonic aspect and subjective judgments of facets of performance that can be related to cognitive and evaluative effects.

Procedures and measures followed previous research on subtitled audio-visual processing (Perego et al., 2010; Wissmath et al., 2009).

Materials

Video

A 26-minute video fragment was used in the experiment. The video was taken from a Lebanese comedy/light-drama (*Sukkar banat – Caramel*, N. Labaki, 2007) and it was shown in its dubbed or in its subtitled version, according to the experimental design. The translated versions of the film used in the study, both in the form of dubbing and subtitling, were made by professionals for the Italian DVD released by Checchi Gori Home Video. The translations are therefore in line with Italian standards. The verbal strand of the video (Lebanese Arabic) had been deliberately chosen as it was unknown to all participants (as in Perego et al., 2010) to make sure that the comprehension of the subtitled version of the video depended entirely on the subtitles (vs. spoken dialogues). In the case of the presentation of the subtitled excerpt, the only comprehensible audio information came from the paralinguistic and extralinguistic elements of spoken communication. For our study, we chose a narratively conventional and medium paced video excerpt. Indeed, in this study we were interested in testing the most common viewing situation and not extreme and rare (i.e., very fast/slow and narratively difficult/easy) cases.

Subtitle-reading checks. A questionnaire on subtitle reading was administered to all participants exposed to the subtitled excerpt. The questionnaire had the aim of verifying whether viewers actually paid attention to the subtitles and remembered their permanence on screen, and it enabled us to collect the viewers' opinion on the ease of subtitle reading. Two self-report questions

---

4 Pacing has been operationalized by counting the number of camera changes (i.e., cuts and edits) per minute. Such procedure results into four levels of edit: slow (0 to 7 per minute), medium (8 to 15), fast (16 to 23) and very fast (> 24) (cf. Lang, Bolls, Potter & Kawahara, 1999; Lang, Zhou, Schwartz, Bolls & Potter, 2000). In our video excerpt, the average number of edits per minute is 11. Moreover, as shown by the descriptive statistics in Tables 1 and 2, the film information was not too easy nor too difficult to understand and remember.
on a 7-point scale asked how frequently these participants used subtitles to help their understanding of the film and how difficult they found reading subtitles. A question on a 5-point scale asked whether the subtitles remained on the screen for an appropriate amount of time. In addition, using two multiple-choice questions, we checked whether participants were able to remember subtitles position (i.e., centered) and color (i.e., white without background).

**Questionnaire on dubbing and on subtitling.** Participants were administered a questionnaire appraising their viewing habits and their appreciation of either audio-visual translation mode. Five 7-point Likert scale questions asked how frequently participants watch subtitled and dubbed films, whether subtitling had (or could have) been useful to understand the film plot and to appreciate the film scenes, and how they judge subtitled film characters speaking in their native language.

**Cognitive measures**

*General comprehension questionnaire.* A 20-question multiple-choice questionnaire on the general content of the video was designed to appraise whether participants understood the main conceptual aspects of the film fragment. For each question, participants were asked to complete a statement by selecting one item from a list including a correct response and two distracters.

*Dialogue recognition questionnaire.* This 20-items questionnaire appraised the ability to recognize specific words or short phrases presented in the film. Participants had to recognize a series of statements by selecting the correct response among three possible options.

*Face-name association test.* Respondents were shown 8 freeze-frames of the film characters and they were asked to select the name of each among 8 alternative names.

---

[5] The performance score for all the cognitive measures was the number of correct responses. The general comprehension and dialogue recognition questionnaires, the face-name association and visual scene recognition tests included items covering the whole film excerpt.
Visual scene recognition test. Sixty freeze-frames were presented in random order on a questionnaire and participants had to decide whether each one was part of the video or not. Only half of the frames had been actually presented, the remaining frames were foils.

Evaluative measures

Evaluative questionnaire. Several questions on a 7-point Likert scale appraised the degree of film appreciation (5 items) and self-reported effort during film viewing (3 items). Metacognitive judgments of memory and comprehension (3 items), referring to general comprehension, dialogue recognition, and visual scene recognition, were also collected.

Procedure

Two separate viewing sessions were arranged for the subtitling and dubbing conditions. Once each group was gathered in a special cinema room, participants were given instructions and a general introduction. No mention of the film language or translation method was made. After viewing the video, participants were given a booklet containing the questionnaires and they were asked to fill them out in this order: (1) evaluative questionnaire; (2) face-name association test; (3) general comprehension; (4) visual scene recognition; (5) dialogue recognition; (6) subtitle-reading checks; (7) questionnaire on dubbing and subtitling. Filling the questionnaires was a self-paced task and it took approximately 60 minutes (for more details about procedure and materials see Perego et al., 2010).

Results

Subtitle-reading checks

Ninety-six percent of the sample in the subtitling group correctly remembered the alignment of subtitles and 88% of the sample correctly remembered their color. All of the participants in this group reported having used subtitles often or always to help their understanding of the film. As for the difficulty in reading subtitles, 80% of the group provided judgments ranging from neither easy nor difficult to very easy. Finally, 84% of the group stated that subtitles remained on the screen at
least for a *fair amount of time*. These findings indicate that participants read subtitles, they read them with apparent ease and seemed to rely on them to understand the film.

**Questionnaire on dubbing and subtitling**

No differences were found between groups on a general enquiry on how disturbing watching a film in a foreign language is (Sub: $M = 4.92 \ SD = 1.82$; Dub: $M = 4.30 \ SD = 1.86$; $t(51.57)= 1.24, p = .22$), and in how often participants see subtitled films (Sub: $M = 4.08 \ SD = 2.20$; Dub: $M = 3.40 \ SD = 2.18$; $t(51.04)= 1.15, p = .26$) or dubbed films (Sub: $M = 5.52 \ SD = 1.58$; Dub: $M = 5.73 \ SD = 1.28$; $t(46.06)= .54, p = .59$). Compared to the dubbing group, the subtitling group considered the subtitles as more helpful for both film understanding (Sub: $M = 5.84 \ SD = 1.34$; Dub: $M = 3.83 \ SD = 1.86$; $t(52.05)= 4.64, p < .001, \omega^2 = .04$) and visual scene recognition (Sub: $M = 4.56 \ SD = 1.47$; Dub: $M = 3.47 \ SD = 1.81$; $t(52.98)= 2.47, p < .05, \omega^2 = .01$). According to these results, participants did not differ in their viewing habits and being exposed to the subtitling translation method leads to a greater consideration of the functional role of subtitles in understanding. Vice versa, being exposed to the dubbing translation method leads to a lower consideration of the potential role of subtitles in understanding a film.

**Cognitive measures**

Data analysis was carried out on summative performance scores for each cognitive test: general comprehension, dialogue recognition, face-name association, and visual scene recognition. Internal consistency for these measures (Cronbach’s $\alpha$) was low to moderate, probably due to the complexity of the tasks: general comprehension ($\alpha = .35$), dialogue recognition ($\alpha = .65$), face-name association ($\alpha = .50$) and visual scene recognition ($\alpha = .64$).

As shown in Table 1, the subtitling group performed better than their dubbing counterpart in face-name association ($t(49.86)= 5.23, p < .001, \omega^2 = .08$) and dialogue recognition, ($t(53)= 5.09, p < .001, \omega^2 = .01$). The difference between groups was close to statistical significance for general
comprehension ($t(53)= 1.96, p = .056$), with an advantage for the subtitling group. The two groups did not differ on the visual scene recognition measure ($t(53)= .64, p = .53$).

**Evaluative measures**

Data were analyzed by using three main summative indices: film appreciation, self-reported effort during film vision, and judgments of memory. Internal consistency was moderate to high for these measures (film appreciation $\alpha = .81$; self-reported effort $\alpha = .68$; judgments of memory $\alpha = .80$). As evident in Table 1, results did not show significant differences between the two groups on film appreciation ($t(53)= .64, p = .53$), self-reported effort ($t(53)= .11, p = .92$), and judgments of memory ($t(53)= .91, p = .37$).

**Discussion**

In Study 1, we assessed the cognitive and evaluative effects of viewing a dubbed vs. a subtitled film. Although our results on cognitive measures are at odds with H1a, they did not completely support H1b. In fact, some surprising advantages of subtitling vs. dubbing emerged, in particular as regards the lexical aspects of performance (i.e., the ability to remember face-name associations and specific expressions of dialogues), which benefited from the written presentation. A marginally significant difference between conditions was also observed for general comprehension. Thus, not only do our findings show that dubbing does not provide any cognitive advantage over subtitling, but they also indicate that subtitling can enhance certain aspects of cognitive performance. As for the evaluative aspects, the two groups did not differ, thus supporting H2b. Film appreciation and perceived effort were similar in the two conditions, as well as the participants’ metacognitive judgments about their cognitive performance. To conclude, subtitling does not lead to a lower satisfaction with the viewing experience (see also Wissmath et al., 2009).

**Study 2**

A secondary aim of Study 2 was to replicate Study 1 with a different sample. However, this study was primarily designed to understand whether subtitling specifically affects older adults’ comprehension and memory of a film, and whether this can lead to lower satisfaction with the
viewing experience. Following this previously-discussed view, it can be hypothesized that older adults’ performance (H1a) and evaluation (H2a) should be specifically low in the subtitling condition (i.e., age X translation method interactions are expected, with the worst performance in older adults in the subtitling condition). However, starting from the different theoretical perspective that processing subtitled materials is not particularly demanding, older adults’ performance (H1b) and evaluation (H2b) should be less effective than that of young adults, but no specific performance or evaluation decrease in the subtitling condition should be observed (i.e., main effects of age and – sometimes – translation method are expected, but no specific age X translation method interactions). As for the difference between subtitling and dubbing, we expect to replicate the results of Study 1 and to observe significant differences in the lexical aspects of performance, but no differences in other measures. In Study 2, participants were also administered a battery of cognitive tests. These were unrelated to the viewing experience and were used to exert statistical control over participants’ individual and age-related differences in some pre-existing cognitive abilities (i.e., fluid intelligence, processing speed, and vocabulary) that may be related to cognitive performance and to evaluative measures in our audio-visual context. Finally, we analyzed the relationships between our cognitive and evaluative measures, by carrying out a series of correlational analyses.

### Method

#### Participants

Participants were 88 young adults (58 females and 30 males, age range 18-26 years, $M = 19.93$, $SD = 1.77$) and 67 older adults (48 females and 19 males, age range 60-78 years, $M = 66.88$, $SD = 4.12$). Young adults were undergraduates and postgraduates from an Italian University and received course credits for their participation. Older adults were volunteers recruited at a local University of the Third Age. Young ($M = 12.82$, $SD = 1.21$) and older adult ($M = 12.27$, $SD = 3.95$)

---

6 The data of Study 1 and Study 2 have been aggregated to increase the power of the statistical tests related to these correlational analyses.
groups did not differ in years of education ($t(150) = 1.22, p = .22$). All participants were Italian native speakers who reported being habitual viewers of dubbed films but occasional viewers of subtitled films. In particular, 71.5% of young participants and 58.2% of older adults rated that they see dubbed films from *fairly often to always*, whereas 45.5% of young adult participants and 6% of older adults reported the same for subtitled films. No participant had any knowledge of the original language of the film fragment used in the experiment.

**Design, materials, and procedure**

Young and older adults were randomly assigned to the two translation method groups, according to a 2 X 2 between-subjects quasi-experimental design (Sub/young adults: n = 45, Sub/older adults: n= 34; Dub/young adults: n = 43, Dub/older adults: n = 33). Subtitle-reading checks were administered to participants who had been exposed to the subtitled excerpt. Participants were tested in groups in a specifically-equipped cinema room. Stimuli and apparatus were as in Study 1. After the viewing experience and the administration of film-related tests and questionnaires, participants also underwent the battery of cognitive tests.

**Cognitive tests**

*Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices (CPM; Raven, 1995).* This nonverbal test was used as a measure of fluid intelligence, which is a complex human ability that allows us to adapt our thinking to a new cognitive problem or situation (Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 1990). CPM comprises three series of 12 items of increasing difficulty (A, Ab and B). Each item is a diagrammatic puzzle arrayed and organized according to certain rules, with a missing part which needs to be selected from six options. In each test item, the participant is asked to identify the missing element that completes a pattern. CPM was administered in group, with participants answering on their own record form. No time limit was set and all subjects were allowed to complete the test. The maximum score of the test is 36.

*Letter and Pattern Comparison Tasks (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991).* These tasks were used as indicators of processing speed. They require participants to compare pairs of letters (Letter
Comparison) or line patterns (Pattern Comparison) and to decide if the stimuli are the same or differ. Each task comprises a total of 42 and 60 items (for the Letter and Pattern versions, respectively). The test score is the number of items correctly completed within the time limit.

*The Vocabulary Test (Thurstone & Thurstone, 1963).* This 50-item vocabulary test requires participants to identify synonyms of a target word within an eight-minute time-span.

**Results**

**Subtitle-reading checks**

Young adults were more able than older adults to remember both the color (75.6% vs. 32.4%; $\chi^2 (1, n = 78) = 13.91, p < .001$) and the centred text presentation (100% vs. 79.4%; $\chi^2 (1, n = 78) = 8.86, p < .01$) of subtitles. The majority of participants reported having used subtitles *often* or *always* to help their understanding of the film (86.7% of young adults vs. 52.9% of older adults). Regarding the difficulty of reading subtitles, almost all participants of both samples provided judgments ranging from *neither easy nor difficult* to *very easy* (91.1% vs. 91.2%). Finally, the majority of participants stated that subtitles remained on the screen at least for a *fair amount of time* (68.9% young adults vs. 76.5% older adults). In sum, participants in the subtitling groups read subtitles with apparent ease and they seemed to rely on them to understand the film.

**Questionnaire on dubbing and subtitling**

A series of separate 2 X 2 (age X translation Method) Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) were carried out in order to evaluate differences across groups in the considered dependent variables, as reported below. The analysis of the reported frequency of subtitled film vision revealed a main effect of age ($F(1, 144) = 46.11, p < .001$, $\eta^2 = .24$), with young adults reported to be more familiar with this method of translation than older adults ($M = 3.95$ $SD = 1.90$ vs. $M = 2.11$ $SD = 1.61$). The main effect of the translation method ($F(1, 144) = 1.84, p = .18$) and the age X translation method interaction were not significant ($F(1, 144) = .13, p = .72$). An ANOVA on the reported frequency of dubbed film vision did not highlight any effect of age and translation methods, nor their interaction. A general enquiry on how disturbing/pleasant it is to watch a film in...
a foreign language revealed main effects of age \( (F(1, 143) = 10.89, p < .005, \eta^2 = .07) \) and translation method \( (F(1, 143) = 7.32, p < .01, \eta^2 = .05) \), with more positive evaluations for young adults \( (M = 4.50 SD = 1.36) \) than older adults \( (M = 3.84 SD = 1.21) \) and for the subtitling group \( (M = 4.46 SD = 1.21) \) than the dubbing group \( (M = 3.96 SD = 1.43) \). Again, the age X translation method interaction was nonsignificant \( (F(1, 143) = 1.41, p = .24) \). As for the questions on the role of subtitling in helping film understanding and visual scene recognition, analyses revealed main effects of age \( (F(1, 144) = 8.32, p < .01, \eta^2 = .05, \) and \( F(1, 144) = 7.38, p < .01, \eta^2 = .05) \), and of the translation method \( (F(1, 144) = 48.54, p < .001, \eta^2 = .25, \) and \( F(1, 144) = 14.01, p < .001, \eta^2 = .09) \). Young adults \( (M = 5.26 SD = 1.68 \) and \( M = 4.63 SD = 1.36) \) considered subtitles as more helpful for understanding the film and for recognizing the scenes than older adults did \( (M = 4.60 SD = 1.72 \) and \( M = 4.05 SD = 1.49) \). In addition, as in Study 1, the subtitling group \( (M = 5.79 SD = 1.33 \) and \( M = 4.77 SD = 1.35) \) considered subtitles as more helpful to understand the film than the dubbing group did \( (M = 4.07 SD = 1.66 \) and \( M = 3.96 SD = 1.42) \), referred to the potential situation of seeing a subtitled film. The age X translation method interactions were nonsignificant \( (F(1, 144) = 2.0, p = .16) \) \( (F(1, 144) = .15, p = .70) \).

**Cognitive measures**

As in Study 1, data were analyzed by creating a summative performance score for general comprehension, dialogue recognition, face-name association, and visual scene recognition. Internal consistency for these measures was moderate \( (\text{general comprehension: } \alpha = .43; \text{dialogue recognition: } \alpha = .69; \text{face-name association: } \alpha = .55; \text{visual scene recognition: } \alpha = .86) \).
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Regarding general comprehension, a 2 X 2 ANOVA (age X translation method) showed that only the main effect of age was significant \( (F(1, 151) = 11.88, p < .005, \eta^2 = .07) \), with young adults \( (M = 15.11 SD = 2.27) \) obtaining a better performance than older adults \( (M = 13.88 SD = 2.13) \). The main effect of the translation method \( (F(1, 151) = 1.73, p = .19) \) and the age X
translation method interaction \( (F(1, 151) = 2.36, p = .49) \) were not significant. Similarly, the ANOVA highlighted a significant main effect of age for scene recognition \( (F(1, 151) = 44.12, p < .001, \eta^2 = .23) \), with young adults \( (M = 45.33 \ SD = 4.93) \) performing better than older adults \( (M = 37.54 \ SD = 9.40) \). Again, the main effect of the translation method \( (F(1, 151) = .10, p = .75) \) and the age X translation method interaction \( (F(1, 151) = .34, p = .56) \) were not significant. For face-name associations and dialogue recognition, ANOVAs showed main effects of age \( (F(1, 151) = 37.39, p < .001, \eta^2 = .20 \) and \( F(1, 151) = 23.07, p < .001, \eta^2 = .13) \), and translation method \( (F(1, 151) = 42.23, p < .001, \eta^2 = .22 \) and \( F(1, 151) = 22.13, p < .001, \eta^2 = .13) \), but the age X translation method interactions were not significant \( (F(1, 151) = .09, p = .77) \) \( (F(1, 151) = .31, p = .58) \). For both face-name association and dialogue recognition, young adults \( (M = 3.59 \ SD = 1.52 \) and \( M = 14.32 \ SD = 3.10) \) obtained better results than older adults \( (M = 2.30 \ SD = 1.38 \) and \( M = 11.91 \ SD = 3.51) \), and participants in the subtitling group \( (M = 3.71 \ SD = 1.42 \) and \( M = 14.42 \ SD = 2.99) \) performed better than participants in the dubbing group \( (M = 2.33 \ SD = 1.46 \) and \( M = 12.09 \ SD = 3.58) \).

In order to take account of the potential influence of individual differences in different aspects of cognitive functioning (fluid intelligence, perceptual speed, and vocabulary), we carried out a series of separate Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) on the same dependent variables.\(^7\) The main effect of age \( (F(1, 148) = 12.88, p < .001, \eta^2 = .08) \) continued to be significant for general comprehension, whereas the main effect of translation method \( (F(1, 148) = 1.55, p = .22) \) and the age X translation method interaction \( (F(1, 148) = .002, p = .96) \) were nonsignificant. Only the effect of the vocabulary covariate was significant \( (F(1, 148) = 12.88, p < .001, \eta^2 = .04) \).

---

\(^7\) The ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) is an extension of the one-way ANOVA to incorporate "covariates". Like the one-way ANOVA, the ANCOVA is used to determine whether there are any significant differences between the means of the independent variables (translation method and age). However, the ANCOVA has the additional benefit of allowing us to "statistically control" for other variables (known as "confounding variables"), which may be negatively affecting results. In particular, given the existing differences across age groups in terms of fluid intelligence, vocabulary and processing speed, it could be that these variables could affect results regarding dependent variables (i.e., general comprehension, dialogue recognition, face-name association, and visual scene recognition). Thus, these variables that could be confounding results are the "covariates" that are included in the ANCOVA.
Considering visual scene recognition, the main effect of age continued to be significant ($F(1, 148) = 19.94, p < .001, \eta^2 = .12$), whereas the main effect of translation method ($F(1, 148) = .04, p = .85$) and the age X translation method interaction ($F(1, 148) = .57, p = .45$) were nonsignificant. Only the effect of the processing speed covariate was significant in this case ($F(1, 148) = 10.87, p < .005, \eta^2 = .07$). The ANCOVA for face-name association confirmed the main effects of age ($F(1, 148) = 19.94, p < .001, \eta^2 = .09$) and translation method ($F(1, 148) = 41.45, p < .001, \eta^2 = .22$), whereas the interaction was still nonsignificant ($F(1, 148) = .19, p = .67$). None of the covariates showed significant effects for this variable. Finally, the ANCOVA for dialogue recognition confirmed the main effects of age ($F(1, 148) = 17.67, p < .001, \eta^2 = .11$) and translation method ($F(1, 148) = 19.75, p < .001, \eta^2 = .12$), whereas the age X translation method interaction was still nonsignificant ($F(1, 148) = .005, p = .94$). Only the vocabulary measure was a significant covariate in this case ($F(1, 148) = 5.87, p < .05, \eta^2 = .04$). In summary, the ANCOVAs confirmed the ANOVA results: age-related differences were evident in all the cognitive measures and the findings of Study 1 were fully replicated.

**Evaluative measures**

We took into consideration the same summative indices of Study 1 (i.e., film appreciation, self-reported effort, judgments of memory) and computed a 2 X 2 ANOVA (age X translation method) for each of these variables. Internal consistency was moderate to high (film appreciation: $\alpha = .81$; self-reported effort: $\alpha = .77$; judgments of memory: $\alpha = .82$). Only for film appreciation did the subtitling group ($M = 19.16 SD = 5.74$) report slightly more enjoyment in watching the film than its dubbing counterpart ($M = 16.29 SD = 6.70$), ($F(1, 142) = 7.94, p < .01, \eta^2 = .05$). The main effect of age ($F(1, 142) = 2.42, p = .12$) and the age X translation method interaction ($F(1, 142) = .05, p = .82$) were nonsignificant. No other significant differences related to age or translation method were observed. The same pattern was found after computing ANCOVAs on the same dependent variables (including as covariates vocabulary, fluid intelligence, and perceptual speed).
Only the effect of the translation method was still significant for the film appreciation measure ($F(1, 139) = 7.33, p < .01, \eta^2 = .05$).

**Correlations between measures**

We assessed the relationships between different aspects of performance by carrying out bivariate Pearson’s correlations on the dependent variables. We first computed correlations between cognitive measures, and then between cognitive and evaluative variables. All the aspects of cognitive performance were positively related (for general comprehension $r_{\text{dialogue recognition}} (210) = .44, p < .01$; $r_{\text{face-name association}} (210) = .29, p < .01$; $r_{\text{visual scene recognition}} (210) = .34, p < .01$; for dialogue recognition $r_{\text{face-name association}} (210) = .48, p < .01$; $r_{\text{visual scene recognition}} (210) = .21, p < .01$; and for face-name association $r_{\text{visual scene recognition}} (210) = .21, p < .01$). This shows that participants who had a better performance on measures that partly depend on language processing ability also had a better performance in image-related tasks. In other words, no sign of trade-offs between dialogue processing and visual processing emerged (cf. Perego et al., 2010), but positive associations were observed.\(^8\) In addition, only some evaluative variables were positively related to the cognitive variables. In particular, the participants who reported having experienced more effort in following the film were also those reaching higher levels of performance ($r_{\text{general comprehension}} (210) = .29, p < .01$; $r_{\text{dialogue recognition}} (210) = .25, p < .01$; $r_{\text{face-name association}} (210) = .16, p < .05$; $r_{\text{visual scene recognition}} (210) = .17, p < .05$). However, as we have shown, perceived effort did not differ between the subtitling and dubbing conditions. Moreover, a better performance was also positively (but weakly) associated with higher metacognitive judgments (with the exception of visual scene recognition) ($r_{\text{general comprehension}} (210) = .21, p < .01$; $r_{\text{dialogue recognition}} (210) = .15, p < .05$; $r_{\text{face-name association}} (210) = .14, p < .05$), highlighting some degree of metacognitive ability in this particular domain. Finally, film appreciation was positively related only to the general comprehension measure ($r_{\text{general comprehension}} (210) = .15, p < .05$), but not to the more specific cognitive measures,

---

\(^8\) A similar pattern of results also obtained when considering the subtitling condition only. We do not report the detailed results due to lack of space, but they are available on request.
suggesting that film appreciation may be specifically related to higher-level aspects of film understanding.

Discussion

The results obtained in Study 2 on the cognitive measures are at odds with H1a and in agreement with H2a: We observed only main effects of age and, in some cases, of the translation method, but we did not observe any significant interaction. Young adults obtained better results than their older counterparts on all cognitive measures, and this pattern of results remained significant also when checking for the influence of individual differences in cognitive abilities. Interestingly, we fully replicated and extended to older adults the findings of Study 1, showing some advantages of subtitling vs. dubbing in the ability to remember face-name associations and the specific expressions used in the dialogues. These results suggest that such lexical aspects of performance probably benefited from the written presentation. Thus, as for the cognitive effects, not only did our findings show that dubbing does not provide any advantage over subtitling, but they also suggest that subtitling can enhance certain aspects of performance. As for the evaluative aspects, no significant age-related differences were observed between young and older adults. In addition, as opposed to Study 1, the translation method slightly affected film appreciation, while the perceived cognitive effort continued to be similar in the two translation method conditions, as well as the metacognitive judgments.

General Discussion

The three questions raised in the introduction about the relative merits of dubbing vs. subtitling asked whether subtitling affects comprehension and memory of a film, whether dubbing allows for a more fluent viewing experience that leads to a greater satisfaction and final enjoyment, and whether subtitling specifically affects older adults’ comprehension and memory of a film.

---

9 This conclusion, although based on the absence of significant age X translation method interactions, is convincingly supported by the data. First, the absence of a significant interaction was consistently observed in all the tests carried out in Study 2. Then, the combined probability of the interaction effect in the tests carried out on the four main cognitive measures of Study 2, computed with Fisher’s (1948) method, was still nonsignificant [$\chi^2(8) = 4.20, p = .84$]. Finally, the means of the different groups, reported in Table 2, show no trace of potential interactions.
These are theoretically interesting questions, because the answers can corroborate or weaken different views of audio-visual processing and appreciation. Moreover, they have major applied significance, considering the real-world spread of dubbing and subtitling. Our review of the audio-visual literature on the dubbing vs. subtitling debate showed the lack of clear empirical evidence on the cognitive and evaluative effects of viewing dubbed or subtitled products and on age-related differences. Thus, we decided to fill these gaps by carrying out two new studies.

In Study 1, we contrasted dubbing and subtitling to compare their cognitive and evaluative effects in a sample of undergraduates. The results we obtained showed that general comprehension of film content and visual scene recognition are achieved equally with both translation methods, and that subtitling is more effective than dubbing when some lexical aspects of performance are considered. These results were fully replicated in Study 2. Accordingly, the answer to our first question is negative: Subtitling does not impede, but in some respects helps, film comprehension and memory.

Furthermore, Study 1 was designed to assess the evaluative dimension of the film experience. The results show that there are no significant differences between dubbing and subtitling: Participants in both groups reported having appreciated the film to the same extent, and they showed no differences in self-reported cognitive effort or metacognitive judgments of memory. In Study 2, we obtained a slightly different pattern of results, with participants appreciating the subtitled version of the film more than its dubbed equivalent. Overall, the findings of our studies suggest that dubbing is not associated with greater appreciation of the film.

In Study 2, we also contrasted the performance of young and older adults in order to appraise whether the subtitling condition is especially taxing for older adults. Moreover, we appraised the role of potential cognitive correlates. The results we obtained show that, although older adults’ performance declines with both translation methods, differences between age groups are not especially evident in a particular condition (dubbing or subtitling). In other words, older adults’ performance is consistently lower but similar to the one found in young adults: No
difference between translation methods was observed in general comprehension or visual scene recognition, and an advantage of subtitling over dubbing was observed in lexical-related tasks. Thus, the answer to our third question is also negative: Subtitling does not specifically affect the viewing experience of older adults. As regards the role of cognitive covariates, it is interesting to note that the abilities to understand core aspects of the film and to recognize specific dialogue items are selectively related to vocabulary skills, while the ability to recognize film scenes is selectively related to processing speed. However, the ANCOVA results show that the differences between age and translation method groups are still significant even after checking for the influence of covariates. Thus, these differences cannot be completely traced back to group-related or individual differences in the three general cognitive abilities considered in our study.

From the theoretical point of view, the results of our studies undermine the perspective assuming that processing subtitled film is cognitively demanding and it negatively affects film enjoyment and viewers’ appreciation (as in Díaz Cintas, 2001; Gottlieb, 1994; Grillo & Kawin, 1981; Koolstra et al., 2002; Mailhac, 2000; Marleau, 1982; Mera, 1998). Our findings are generally consistent with the view that subtitle processing is cognitively effective (d’Ydewalle & De Bruyker, 2007; Perego et al., 2010) and does not negatively affect film evaluation (Wissmath et al., 2009). Another theoretically interesting consideration relates to the positive effects of subtitling on the lexical aspects of performance. These results offer converging empirical evidence supporting the theoretical arguments usually expressed about the advantages of subtitles for second language acquisition (e.g., Díaz Cintas & Fernández Cruz, 2008; O’Connel, 2011; Incalcaterra McLaughling & Lertola, 2011). They also corroborate previous empirical findings on the beneficial role of subtitles in lexical acquisition and syntactic accuracy (d’Ydewalle & Pavakanun, 1995, 1997; d’Ydewalle & Van de Poel, 1999; Ghia, 2011; Koolstra & Beentjes, 1999; Kuppens, 2010; Van de Poel & d’Ydewalle, 2001; Van Lommel, Laenen & d’Ydewalle, 2006).

From an applied point of view, our results support the role of subtitles as boosters for lexical acquisition. Given the benefits provided by subtitles in enabling viewers (irrespective of their age)
to remember specific lexical items read on the screen, and given their positive impact on reading proficiency (Gottlieb, 2004; Koolstra et al., 1997), a more systematic use should be considered, especially in dubbing countries. Indeed, subtitles can function well both as an enjoyable and motivating learning tool to be used consistently in formal learning environments, and as an incidental foreign language acquisition device. Secondly, given the overall positive characteristics of subtitles, and without rejecting dubbing (which may be especially useful to, e.g., small children or anyone with low reading proficiency, but also sight impaired or illiterate people), subtitles should be used more extensively to cater for the weaker segments of the population. Deaf and hard-of-hearing, older adults with presbycusis (i.e., age-related progressive hearing loss), viewers in a noisy environment, and immigrants, might in fact benefit in several ways from reading written material on screen, as reported in the literature (Kothari, 2000; Kothari & Takeda, 2000; Matamala & Orero, 2012; Nir, 1984). In particular, our results support the idea that subtitles could be used as an accessible and stimulating way for aging individuals to remain adept at reading, and as a means for them to fully enjoy (less and more selected) television contents. This would contribute to making them feel less isolated and to limit the frustrating effects of the age-related inability to hear and understand television speech. Although an alternative to television as entertainment is much needed today for older adults (Depp et al., 2010), as is the acknowledgement and the treatment of hearing loss in adults, knowing that subtitle reading is effective also in older populations opens the way to access television more effectively and to use it as an aid to improve the conditions of older users. This is particularly important today as subtitles included on films or TV shows can be played on special mobile devices used as hearing assistive technology (HAT) (Ross, 2004; Fligor, 2007). Moreover, the co-existence of dubbing and subtitling as mutually nonexclusive translation methods would enable more audio-visual products to be imported and distributed in dubbing countries, thanks to a cheaper but equally effective and appreciated translation option, thus providing more space on the market to a more varied palette of audio-visual products, including niche material, and granting the spread or preservation of multilingualism and cultural diversity (e.g., Gottlieb, 2004).
Before concluding, some limitations of the present research need to be discussed. First, although our studies considered a wide array of different cognitive and evaluative measures, a more comprehensive picture could result from the continuous monitoring of cognitive and emotional processes during film viewing (e.g., Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Kühberger & Ranyard, 2010). For instance, the use of eye tracking methods has already provided valuable insights (e.g., Perego et al., 2010). A second limitation of the research pertains to the particular sample that took part in the experiments: All participants were citizens of a dubbing country. Although this points to the need to generalize our results to different populations, it seems reasonable that the extension of the research to participants who are more familiar with subtitling (e.g., Scandinavian people) would confirm our findings or show even stronger benefits of subtitling over dubbing. A third limitation of our studies is related to the use of a single film excerpt. Although our findings are generally consistent with existing psychological literature on subtitle processing (see the introductory section), and Wissmath et al. (2009) found no main effect of film genre in their analysis, we think that future research should consider the possibility of manipulating the film redundancy and structural complexity (Lang, Geiger, Strickwerda & Summer, 1993; Lang, Zhou, Schwartz, Bolls & Potter, 2010) over an array of very different levels. In fact, it has been hypothesized that the processing strategies applied to audio-visual information depend on the type of material (Lang, 2000), on its redundancy and relative importance (Fox, Park & Lang, 2007; Grimes, 1991; Lang, 1995, 2001), and on the cognitive characteristics of the viewer. The film excerpt we used in our study was selected to be moderately complex from the narrative and structural point of view, in order to represent the typical properties of ordinary films, but the boundaries of the cognitive effectiveness of subtitle processing may emerge only when redundancy is very low, the material to be processed is very complex and potentially interfering, and the rate of delivery is faster than normal.

Our investigation provided a first piece of knowledge on the cognitive and evaluative effects of watching a film in a dubbed vs. subtitled version in different segments of the adult population.
The clear pattern of findings we obtained has the significant theoretical and applied implications that we have just discussed. However, future studies might explore more difficult and less common semiotic environments, which may offer further valuable insights on subtitle processing and multi-channel communication.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables as a function of translation methods in Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DUB</th>
<th>SUB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General comprehension</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>(2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue recognition</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>(2.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-name association</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>(1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual scene recognition</td>
<td>47.77</td>
<td>(4.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluative measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film appreciation</td>
<td>20.26</td>
<td>(6.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported effort</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>(2.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgments of memory</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>(2.85)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Ranges of scores for Cognitive measures were: 0-20 for General comprehension and Dialogue recognition, 0-8 for Face-name association, and 0-60 for Visual scene recognition. Ranges of scores for Evaluative measures were: 5-35 for Film appreciation and 3-21 for Self-reported effort and Judgments of memory.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables as a function of age groups and translation methods in Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Young adult</th>
<th>Old adult</th>
<th>Young adult</th>
<th>Old adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General comprehension</td>
<td>15.00 (2.64)</td>
<td>13.52 (2.40)</td>
<td>15.22 (1.87)</td>
<td>14.24 (1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue recognition</td>
<td>13.26 (3.27)</td>
<td>10.58 (3.44)</td>
<td>15.33 (2.58)</td>
<td>13.21 (3.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-name association</td>
<td>2.86 (1.36)</td>
<td>1.64 (1.32)</td>
<td>4.29 (1.34)</td>
<td>2.94 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual scene recognition</td>
<td>45.49 (4.44)</td>
<td>37.00 (10.51)</td>
<td>45.18 (5.40)</td>
<td>38.06 (8.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film appreciation</td>
<td>15.73 (7.26)</td>
<td>17.12 (5.79)</td>
<td>18.45 (5.00)</td>
<td>20.33 (6.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported effort</td>
<td>14.98 (3.22)</td>
<td>15.03 (1.80)</td>
<td>15.91 (2.60)</td>
<td>14.92 (2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgments of memory</td>
<td>12.63 (2.92)</td>
<td>12.97 (2.18)</td>
<td>13.18 (2.50)</td>
<td>13.42 (2.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Ranges of scores for Cognitive measures and Evaluative measures were the same of Study 1.